defines the order of p~. p~ call be obtained from p by summing over the variables in p but not in p~. For example: P(xl = 1) = P(xl = 1, x2 = 0) -b P(xi = 1, x2 = 1)
In this paper, the lower case p denotes a probability distribution, while the upper case P denotes a term of this distribution with subscripts denoting component distributions and terms of component distributions.
Let the set of component distributions used in the approximation be p~, pb, "'" , p,,. There is no restriction on the size of this set or the orders of the component distributions, but obviously tlm approximation can be better if more and higher order distributions are used. The iteration procedure will be shown to converge to a distribution, p', which approximates p and is an extension of p~, pb, 9 9 9 p., 9 By this it is meant that p~, pb, "'", p. , are component distributions of p" as well as of p. The optimum approximation is taken by Lewis to be that extension of the component distributions employed which coDtains minimum information, and it will be shown that p" satisfies this criterion.
Initially the iteration procedure assumes a fiat distribution with terms p0 = 2-", thus, all sequences of the n binary variables are equally likely. ~ Tile next step is to modify p0 so that it satisfies one of the component distributions, po, then a second modification causes another component distribution, pb, to be satisfied, and so forth. When pb is satisfied, p~ may no longer be satisfied, so the procedure win in gcncral require each component distribution to be employed more than once before convergenceis attained. Terms of the distribution at the jth step of iteration have the form:
P~-' is a term at the j --1 step in the iteration while PJ is the corresponding term a~ thejth step. P~ refers to a term in the ith component distribution (of the true distribution), while P~-~ refers to the corresponding term in the ith component distribution of the approximating distribution at the j -1 step. Thus, p j-1 and pi are two approximate probabilities Of the same sequence of n digits while P~-~ is an approximate probability of occurrence of k < n of ttle digits and P~ is the exact probability of occurrence of the same k digits. For example, we might have:
The iteration procedure can now be written as follows:
The component distributions need not be employed in any particular order, but the order used will have an effect on the rate of convergence. The following statements are proved in the appendix.
1. The approximation is at each step a unity sum distribution. 2. The approximation improves at each step according to Lewis' close,less measure.
3. The procedure converges to the minimum information extension of the component distributions employed. Tables I and II are examples of the iteration procedure used to approximate a third order distribution when all three of its second order distributions are known. Table I approximates the distribution used as an example in Lewis' paper. It can be shown that the true distribution in this case is the only extension of all three second order component distributions, therefore, the approximation will be exact. The iteration begins with a product approximation and five steps of iteration are shown, p~ is a considerable improvement over the product approxima- Table II is an example that converges much more rapidly. A flat distribution is initially assumed, and the second step, p2, is identical to the best product approximation; while at the fifth step, tile procedure has virtually converged. Ill the tables Ip_v~ is the mcasure of closcncss to the true distribution.
APPEN DIX
Note that summation is always over the terms of the distributions, not the subscripts or superscripts of P.
1. Proof that ~ PJ = 1. The approximating distribution is at each stcp unity sum.
~_, pJ = ~ pi-, 1, P~.
Now partial summations may be performed on terms for which P~ and P{-~ are constant to give
~_, I "i-~ Pc
2. Proof that each step of the iteration procedure yields an improved approximation, and that the procedure will convcrge to an extension of the component distributions employed.
Lewis takes Ip_pl = ~_, P log(P/P i) as a measure of the closeness of pi to p. This function is positive and decreases as the approximation, p~, improves.
Expanding the logarithm and making a substitution for pi gives
Now expand the second logarithm.
I~p, = ~PlogP-~PlogPi-~-~PlogP,_t_ ~PlogP~-~ The first two terms are the definition of Ip-p ~. The second two terms can be partially summed in a manner similar to that in proof 1 to give I~v; I~;-l ~ P~ log Pc + ~ P~ log i-1
But in general
PlogP >-_ ~PlogP'.
Applying this general result to the above sums yields
Iv-# < Iv---#-a
proving that the approximation improves at each step. Equivalently, P log pi g ~ p log P/-~.
The equality holds only if pi = pi-1, but pi = p~-i only if p~ = p{-1. Thus I,_p~ steadily decreases if the component distributions are not satisfied, but Ip_pi >= 0, therefore convergence of pi to pr which is an extension of pa, Pb, "'" p,~ is assured.
3. Proof that pr, the limiting value of the iteration, is the minimum information extension of p,, pb, --9 p,~, the component distributions employed.
Terms of the distribution p', which is the final value of the iteration, can be written P" = 2-" P---~ Pb P2_~ ...
p0 pbl pc2
Now we can ~-rite
Here, the logarithm has been expanded and summation performed on the first term. Because p" is shown in proof 2 to be an extension of p~, pb, p~, "" , partial summations may be performed in a manner similar to that in the previous proofs to give P~ Pb Y~, P~ log P" = --n log 2 + ~ P,, log ~ + ~ Pb log Pb ~
It is to be shown that of the entire set of extensions to pa, pb, 9 9 9 p,, ; pr is that extension with minimum information. Let p* be any extension ofpa,pb, "-p~,.
Po Pb E P* log Pr = -n log 2 + E P* log F~o + E P* log Pc + ~ P* log i-~ 2 + ... and partial summation can be performed because p* is an extension. Pb P* log pr = -n log 2 + )--~ P. log/P-~0 + ~ Pb log pb"--] P,
+ Y]~ P, log .-~. + ... Therefore, But P* log P" = ~ P" log P' P* log P' =< ~ P* log P* This is the same general inequality used in proof 2. So pr log P" ~_ ~ P* log P* As the information in p" is taken as n log 2 + ~ pr log P~ and the information in any extension is n log 2 + ~ P* log P*, the proof that p" is the minimum information extension is complete.
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